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Part 1: (70%) Choose one answer for each ques位ons. 2 points for each question 

Section I-Choose the answer for each blank that best fits the meaning of the sentence as a whole. 

1. The flow rate 一一＿ the surface tension and viscosity of 也e liquid as well as the dimension圍 of the 

ca pill缸y.

(A) is determined by (B) determines (C) w的 determined (D) determind by (E) determined 

2. This is believed 一一一位ie reduced oxidation of metal in the nitrogen a卸的sphere.

(A) because (B) due (C）。叫且g (D) caused (E）的 be due to 

3. 甘吐S me也od is more sensitive 一一一世ie qu訂包 crystal microbala且ce technology. 

(A) co甜甜的 (B) comp出ng (C) comp位ed to (D) compare (E) contras個名

4. His boss undoub個dly 一一一位iat practice makes perfect. 

(A）血泊kof (B）也垣b (C) t凶nks of (D) is 血泊組ng (E）出nk

5. Letme一一一也is most recent paper as 組 example.

(A) sight (B) site (C) cite (D) recite (E) sit 

6. Viruses can be一＿ only with a powe晶tl electronic microscope such as SEM. 

(A) see 但） to see (C) ha由g seen (D) seeing (E) seyn 

7. The legend of cloni且g used to appe缸姐一一＿ is now Chi且且．

(A) that (B) what (C) where (D) which (E) why 

8. Scientists announced也at more 也組 90%of也e sequence of human一一＿ had been completed. 

(A) clone (B) organs (C) genome (D) production (E) reproduction 

9. Jupiter, the fifth planet 企om the Su且 and 也e largest planet wi吐iin the Solar System, has 一一＿ solid

surface and is pr崗位ily composed of hydrogen wi也 a small proportion of Helium. 

(A) not 但） no ( C) top (D) good (E) nice 

10. The use of a side-supported flexural-mode disk resonator－叮叮 to boost the power handling of伽

resonant tank is 旭蛇umen個i to allowing adequate oscillator performance 一一＿ the 旭1plementation of 

low-temperature nickel material. 

(A) despite with (B）。n despite of (C) despite to (D) despite (E）。n despite with 

11. Hydrogen is a chemical element.:___ one proton 組是 one electron. 

(A) that 但） has (C) having (D) have (E) to have 

12.A C訂 must be strong enough to support its own weight 一一＿ the weight of the 世iver and passengers 

who use it. 

(A) as well (B) so well (C) as well as (D) so well as (E) so 
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Section 2-Choose one answer that contains fa叫你 English.

13. Some business 組alysts argue that ！！！呈 American automobile i且dus仕y i旦旦進泣誣g because 
(A) (B) 

Congress will not imoose heavier import duties, but 旦!ill甚至 S何也at the c位3 也emselves 紅e inferior 也an
(C) (D) (E) 

foreign competition. 

14. Computers and o也仗。但ce eq世.pment, which缸里接垣且坐坐 more and more by businesses 豆且已盟主里

purchased or 接選豆豆．
(E) 

(A) (B}(C) (D) 

15. ill the training session, the i且structor mentioned 也at鈕且who were 盟盜旦旦_Qf~延1QJl旦 could屋里也
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) 

的k the depar恤.enthead.

16. (A) Your hair is too long; it is right time you had a hair.cut. 

(B) This ye缸， they harvested也ree times much as what they did last year. 

(C) Lisa was furious when she saw 趾s boy企iend holding 飢。也er

(D) Despite buying a new computer, Terry still does且，t have 

17. (A) The dog walked over to me wi也 his tail wagging. 

(B) There is no denying 也at Leon訂do da Vinci is indeed a versatile genius. 

(C)旭s mo別時， a flock of birds sat on a fence as if having waited for a long time. 

(D) Had Peter fastened his seat belt yesterday, he might not have so 

18. (A) Sho叫d my sister call m巴， tell her I’m in the middle of the mee出g.

(B) To get rid of your headache, all you have to do is taking the magic pill. 

(C) E伍ciently as the men build，位ie house will still take mo.且也s to complete. 

。J) But for my mentor’s support, I might have given up my decision on studying abroad. 

19. (A) The more often you use your brain乳白e sharper you will be. 

(B) For me, no吐ling is more precious tha叮arents’ love in the world. 

(C) Itwasn’t until he lost也.e game did he realize the importance of practice. 

(D)Mymo也.er 也inks it is essential that everyone in our fi缸凶ly help with the household chores. 

20. (A) Such my 阻位ement was that I became speechless then. 

(B) Money isn’t worth having if you don't know how to make good use of it. 

(C) Only when we gather strength to face ob自由s can we succeed in real life. 

(D) She should have sensed my uneasiness, for she quickly glanced away and pretended no也ing had 

happened. 
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Section 多－Choose the best answer to match with each underlined word. 

21. An ice cream shop 旭 Taichung has 也.emost.Q盤里ill flavors-bi討er gourd and pork jerky, among o血的．

(A) 自由nic (B）。riginal ( C) succ的sive (D) peculi缸 (E) natural 

22. Students will learn more when they 缸e in classes out of choice, ra也位也an out of旦旦巫旦旦﹒

(A) comp叫sion (B) acknowledgeme且.t (C) suspension (D) encouragement (E) curiosity 

23. Mr. Johnson felt some盟旦旦h且也旦 about hi血.g Helen because she had little exp出ence in sales” 

(A) destination (B) neu仕ality (C) comprehension (D) desp祉（E) misgi討ngs

24. The design of也e new building ！！且缸里重 the most advanced eco－企iendly concept. 

(A) acq白色d (B) proposed (C) employed (D) urged (E) empowered 

25.Sev釘al short卓旦起Q!! inves回ent solu世ons have been proposed. 

(A) t= (B) long (C) lounge (D) end (E) t間叫nal

Sec位on 4--Read the follow ar世cles and answer the questions. 

I (source: http://stu609!2.pixnet.net/blog/category/503020) 

The uncanny valley is a hypothesis regarding the field of robotics. The theory holds that when 

robots or other copies of humans look and act almost like 、actual humans, it causes a response of 

revulsion 訂nong observers. 

The term was coined by a roboticist Masahiro Mori. Mori states that as a robot is made 

ever-increasingly humanlike in its appearance and motion, the emotional response 企om an 

individual to the robot will become increasingly positive and empathic, until a point is reached 

beyond which the response quickly becomes that of strong disgust. However, as the appearance and 

motion continue to become less distinguishable from an individual, the emotional response becomes 

positive once more and approaches human-to-human empathy levels. 

The truth of the uncanny valley was examined with one recent study. A group of five monkeys 

were shown three images: two different 3D monkey faces (realist叫 U盯ealistic), and a real photo of 

a monkey’s face. The time of eye-gazing was used as a proxy for the result. Since the realistic 3D 

monkey face had been looked for lesser time than the others, this indicated that the monkey 

participants fou且d the realistic 3D face aversive, or otherwise preferred the other two images. 

The concept of the uncanny valley is taken seriously by the film industry due to negative 

audience reactions to the animated humans. To avoid the uncanny valley as much as possible, 

animators will take some measures. For example, design elements should match in human realism. 

That is to say, if an animated character .looks more human than its movement, this gives a negative 

impression. Animated humans may look uncan且y when human and nonhuman elements are mixed, 

which 訂e what animators must subside so that they can ensure most of the audience a pleasant 

experience of going to the movies. 
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26. According to Mori, when you see a robot continually becoming more like a human, how may 

your emotion change? 

(A) You may feel more and more comfortable from start to end. 

(B) You may feel comfortable at first, and feel unpleasant at one point, but later come back 

to the comfortable status. 

(C) You may feel unpleasant for a long time, but feel comfortable when the robot becomes 

totally the same as a human. 

(D) You may feel unpleasant at first, but feel more and more comfortable after you get used 

to its transforming. 

27. The time of eye-gazing was used as a proxy by the researchers to ＿一一一一

(A) select suitable monkeys to be in the experiment. 

(B) help monkeys practice staring at things for a long time. 

(C) judge whether the monkeys like the photos or not. 

(D) avoid experimental e訂ors in the experiment. 

28. What can be infe訂ed from this passage? 

(A) Not only human beings, but the other animals may experience the uncanny valley. 

(B) You will expyrience the uncanny valley when 于ou see a man in a costume of robots. 

(C) We feel more empathy when we see robots than we see humans. 

(D) Now animators can entirely avoid the uncanny valley problem in the animation. 

II (Turkey Tug-oιw缸， NOV. 14, 2016 By Rebecca Katzman) 

The upside-down V-shaped bone is actually called the furcula. It is an elastic bone located 

between a turkey’s neck and its breast.. Furcula means “little fork” in Latin. All birds have a 

wishbone. It helps support a bird as it flies. 

For humans, though, the wishbone serves a more lighthearted purpose. At Thanksgiving, the 

traditio且 is for two people to hold one end of the bon巴， make a wish, and then tug. The winner is the 

person who ends up with the bigger piece. If you believe the legend, the winner's wish will come 

true. All birds, includi且g turkeys, have a wishbone. The bone supports a bird in flight. 

How did this bone-ripping tradition get started? The practice of making a wish on a bird ’s 

furcula dates back to the ancient Etruscans, a people who lived in what is today northern Italy. They 

believed birds were powerful and divine creatures. After killing a chicken, an Etruscan would leave 

the wishbone in the sun to dry. Passersby would pick it up, stroke it for good luck, and make a wish. 

That is how the furcula got the name “wishbone.” 
The Etruscans passed the ritual along to the Romans. Soon, the pr的tice of making a wish on a 

chicken's furcula became popular in ancient Rome. According to legend, it was so widespread that 

there w訂閱，t enough chickens or wishbones to go 訂ound. So the Romans began breaking the 

wishbone in two. Now, twice as many people could make wishes. 

Then the English picked up the tradition. In the 16th century, English settlers brought the 
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practice to the New World. Ther官， they found an abundance of wild turkeys. So they st訂ting using a 

turkey furcula for their wishes. Today a wishbone tug-of-war 泌的 much a part of Thanksgiving as is 

gobbling down turkey smothered in gravy. 

When it comes time to pull apart the wishbone, different people have different tactics for ending 

up with the biggest piece. But there are a few tips that may help you get the upper hand. First, make 

sure your hands are dry. Next, make sure you hold the wishbone the right way. Take it between your 

thuinb and index finger and place your thumb as close to the center of the bone as possible. Finally, 

get some leverage. The more pressure you can apply to your side of the wishbone, the better chance 

you have of winning the battle. 

Will your wish come true on Thanksgiving夕 Whether you end up with the larger or the smaller 

piece of the furcula is ultimately a matter of luck. But a tight grip probably could hurt. 

29. What is 世ie shape of the fu此叫a?

(A) /\ (B)Y (C)U (D)V 

30. Which is 甘ue about也E 訂ticle?

(A) If you g倒也e short piece, you wiil win 也e game. 

但）卸的r bird has wishbone 位白:pt turk＇句rs.

(C) Wishbone 側身。ιw訂 is ap甜 ofτ'hanksgiv旭g d旬，S 品ctivity.

(D) If you wa且t to 咐且也eg阻e, your hand must be wet. 

31. What is 也.e correct order也at the wishbone was used to make a wish? 

(A）也B Etruscans• the English →伽Rom且S

(B）也E English→也EE的lSC個S→也B Romans 

(C）也e Etruscans• the Romans • the English 

(D) the Romans• the English• the Etrus叫S

32. How did ancient Etruscans make wishbone? 

(A) Put 也e furc·叫.a from the c趾cken inot a bo咽e to dry it. 

但） Put the 臼rcula from the chicken un如the sun切的it.

(C) Break the 加·culafrom 也.e turkey into two pieces 組d世yitin也e house. 

(D) Pull ap甜 the furcula 企個1 世ie turkey and put it un你也E sun. 

m 
(fro血 TIME Magazine: You - Yes, You - Are TIME’s Person of the Ye缸， Deι 訝， 2006 By By Lev Gross血an)

τ'he ”Great Man”也eory of history is usually attributed to 也E Scottish philosoph釘 Thomas Carlyle, who 

wrote 也必”也E history of the world is but 也e biography of great men.” He believed 也at it is 也e fe啊， the

pow釘釘I and 也E famous who shape our collective destiny as a species.τ'hat 也eory took a s出昀us bea由ig

也is ye低 To be sure，位1位官缸e individuals we could blame for the many painful and disturbing 也旭gs 吐iat

happened in 2006.τ'he conflict 詛 Iraq only got bloodier and more en仕enched. A vicious s姐m吐sh erupted 

between Israel and Lebanon. A W位 dragged on 旭 Sudan. A ti且開pot dictator 旭N位也瓦.area got 也e Bomb, 

and 也e President of Ir組 wants to go nucle叫切o. Meanwhile nobody fixed global warming, and Sony didn’t 
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make enough PlayStation 3s. 

But look at 2006 伽ough a different lens 組d you'll see 如β也er 啪哼， one that isn’t about conflict or gre前

men. It’s a stoηr about com血uni勾r and collaboration on a scale never s胡也 before. It’s about the cosmic 

compendium of knowledge W出pedia and 也e millio且”channel people’S network Y ouTube and 也e online 

me缸。polis MySpace. It's about the many wresting pow前 from the few and help叩gone 個other for nothi耳

and how that will not only ch組ge the worl丘， but also cha且ge 也e way也E world changes.τ古巴 tool that makes 

也is possible is the World Wide Web. Not 也s Web that Ti血 Bern低s-Lee hacked 切敏是her (15 ye缸·s ago, 

according to Wi組.pedia) as a way for scientists to share research. It’s not eve且也e overhyped dotcom Web of 

也E la旭 1990s. The new Web is a v位y different 也ing﹒ It’s a tool forb也igi且g together 也e small contributions 

of millions of people and ma組且g 也且必 ma位er. Silicon Valley consult組ts call it Web 2.0, as if it w位官 anew

version of some old software. But it'’s really a revolution. 

And we 缸e so ready for it. We're ready 切 bal組ce our diet of predigested news with raw feeds from 

Baghdad 缸id Boston 但id Beijing. You can learn more about how Americans live just by looking at 也E

backgrounds of Y ouTube videos-those rumpled bedrooms and toy也出wn bas位nent rec rooms－也an you 

could 企om 1,000 hours of ne伽rork:' television. And we didn't just watch, we also worked. Likeαazy. We 

made Facebook profiles and Second Life avatars and reγie啊ed books at Am位on and recorded podcasts. We 

blogged about our candidates losing and 啊。te songs about getti且g dumped. We ca血corder官d bombing runs 

and built open-sour臼 softw訂e.

America loves its solit缸y geniuses~its Einste恤， its Edisoris, its Jobses-but those lonely dreamers may 

have to le位祖切 play with others. C訂 companies 缸B m血ing open design contests. Reut前s is carryi且g blog 

posti且gs alongside its regular news feed. 闊的soft is wor抽lg OV位自由 to fend off user-created Li且ux.We’re

loo隘ng at an e在plosion of productivity and innova討on，缸id it’s just ge吋ng st訂ted, as millions of minds 也at

wouldo也.erwise have drowned in obsc出ty get bac站直uled in切也e global intellectual economy. 

Who 缸e吐iese people? Seriously, who ac個ally sits down d訂 a long day at work and says, I'm not 伊拉g

to watch Lost tonight I’m going to tum on my computer arid make a movie st訂世且g my pet iguaria? I'm going 

to mash up 50 Cent’s vocals wi也 Queen’s instrumentals? I'm going to blog about my state of mind or 也e state 

of the nation or 也e steak－企ites at the new bistro down也e s仕eet? Who has 也at time 位id that energy and 也叫

passion? The answer is’”u do. And f1位 seizing the reins of也e global media, for founding and fra扭扭g也e

new digital democracy, for working for no也ing arid be且也g 也e pros at 也eirown g祖e, T必妞，s Person of也B

Year for 2006 is you. 

Sure, it’s a mistake to romanticize all 也is any more 也m is strictly necess缸y. Web 2.0 h缸n的ses 也e

stupidity of crowds 的 well 的自 wisdom. Some of也e comments on Y ouTube make yo心 weep for 也E fu何時

of humanity just for the spelling alone, never mi且d the obscenity arid the naked hatred. But that『s what makes 

all this 扭扭esting. Web 2.0 is a massive social experi血ent，缸id like any experi血ent wor吐1 仕拆ng, it co叫d

fail.τ'h位官，s no road map for how an organism that’s not a bact出u血 lives and 研mks together on this planet in 

numbers in excess of 6 b1日ion.
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33. T迦iemag位ine 也inks 旭 2006:

(A）回story is a record of great men. 

(B) History is longer the record of great men. 

(C) History will record Web. 2.0. 

(D) History will fasten Web. 2.0. 

34. Web. 2.0 is 

(A) a new protocol 

(B) anew so食W訂B

(C）徊。Id so加m

(D) a new product 

35. When it says,“an organism 也祉，s not a bacterium lives and works toge也位 on 也is planet in numbers 

in excess of 6 billion’” it me缸is:

(A) Web. 2.0 websites 

(B) Computer 

(C) People 

(D) Comput位吋rus

Part 2: (30%) 
Section 1-Fill扭曲e following blanks with suitable words (wi也 appropriate forms oftbe verb) from 

the box provided. (2 points for each question) 

accelerate 

ins tan個且切的

extinction 

wi也er

ecology 

enormous 

fossil 

demystify 

desolate 

pristine 

boost 

vanish 

bewildering 

acoustic 

unfold 

36. The author thought that 一一一＿ her novel with a clear explanation would make her book boring. 

37. Daniel’s w泊ninggoal一一一＿ his self-confidence in soccer. 

38. Bank transfers used to take a few business days, now 吐1叮叮·e almost 一一一一－

39. Since the room lacked any sunlight, May’s pl個t一一一＿ and died. 

40. Danny thought that the violent footage 企om the prison break w的 simply一一一一－

41. Exhibits of dinosaur一一一＿ usually at仕actm也y fascinated children to I耳.useums.

42. When Mike come back from 也e b且也room, he noticed that 也e women he was tal組ng to at the bar had 

43. The lake on 也e mountai且 was simply ＿一一＿＿＿， having n叮叮been polluted by humans. 
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44. 
Section 2- Rearrange and numbered the following sentences in the order they should appear in the 

literature review of a research report. (2 points for each sentence) 

人一＿ Young and S仕ovick (1970) surveyed 也e food habits of 595 college 企eshmen in Oregon a且d

found 也.at 也e men generally had better diets 也m吐iewom缸L

B. 一＿ Li恤an et al. (1975) reported that green and yellow vegetables and liver were not liked by 

teenagers in Minnesota public schools. They also found teachers have almost no influence o且也eir

students' food habits. 

c. 一＿ Studies of 也e food habits of young school children have shown 也at the diets of grade school 

children 缸e often deficient in ascorbic acid, calcium and iron (Lantz et al. 1958). 

/f D. A review of the literature indicates th前 food habit studies have been conducted with students 企om
a variety of different age group. 

E. 一＿ Young (1965）侃紅叫ned the nu崗位on habits of a· group of young school and found 也at their 

mothers lacked i且formation iibout帥 importance of i;nilk and foods rich in ascorbic acid. 

F. 一＿ Studies done with adolescent children 呻ort similar findings (Ohlso且， 1970, Underwood, 1972). 

G. 一＿ A number of studies have been conducted using both male 8J1d female college students as 

subjects. 




